This map has following property *AfGO for allX, This suggests that if f GE ffl -2 then it can still define a linear map from a (possibly trivial) subspace <3> (A^) C Ji into Q). If we wish to preserve the above multiplicative relation, then ^(Af) has to be a left ideal of Ji. This requirements result (see Sect.
3) in the following : For any fe jf , Af is a linear map defined by (ii) Weights on Q* -algebras : It is well known that weights play an important role for the study of the structure of von Neumann algebras [2, 5, 21] , and so it seems useful to extend the notion of weights on von Neumann algebras to 0*-algebras. Amap<pof^(Jf^ = {^XiX k ' 9 X k^J if(k = l 9 2 9 ... , it), n^N} into [0, +00] issaidtobeaweigAMfpU+£)=0>U)-i-0>CB) and0>(14)=ApU) for 4, B^&(Ji) and 1 >0. Then the GNS-construction (T^, A*, .#%,) is well-defined.
Taking Af in (i) and A 9 in (ii) into consideration, we define the notion of generalized vectors for Ji as follows : A map A of Ji into 2 is said to be a (iii) A generalization of the Tomita-Takesaki theory to O* -algebras : TomitaTakesaki theory plays an important role for a study of structures of von Neumann algebras and for a study of quantum physics, and so it is desirable to extend the results of Tomita-Takesaki theory to O* -algebras. With this viewpoint, in the previous paper [9] one of us A. I. defined and studied the notions of standard system and modular system which made it possible to develop the Tomita-Takesaki theory in O*-algebras with cyclic vector. In this paper we shall extend the concepts of standard systems and modular systems to O*-algebras with cyclic generalized vector by the following procedure : Let 0^8r, A) be a pair of a closed O* -algebra Ji on & in Jf satisfying Ji'^^Qi and a generalized vector A for Ji satisfying A ((D(A) nD(A) f ) 2 ) is total in jf. Then we define three commutants A' , A a and A c and the bicommutants A", A CTa , A cc of A which are generalized vectors for the von Neumann algebras Ji'^ and C^)', respectively. Suppose A'(dXA' ) HD(A X )*) 2 ) is total in Jf. Then, the map AOtO^AQirO, JTeD(A)ni}(A) t and A%4)^A"U*), ^eD(A // )nD(A // )* are closable in ffl and their closures are denoted by S* and Sr , respectively. Let S* = and Sx"=J^"/i^' 2 be the polar decompositions of S^ and Sr, respectively.
Then we see that Si CS r , and J r (<X) '/A-= -X and A\-(uTi) 'Jp" = CX) ' for all t £=R by the Tomita fundamental theorem. But, we don't know how the unitary group {JrKeR acts on the 0*-algebra M, and so we define a system which in this respect has the best properties : C/^, A, A' ) is said to be a standard system if (51) Ji-^ = ^ and (52) J ) is an essentially standard system, then there exists a cyclic generalized vector A e for Ji which is an extension of A such that (Jt, A e , Ag) is a standard system. By relaxing the requirements (S3) and (S4), we define the notion of modular systems which enable us to develop unbounded Tomita-Takesaki theory and which is more applicable to examples. Roughly speaking, {M t A, A c ) is a modular system if there exists a good subdomain in ŵ hich is ^-invariant and {A l fc} -in variant. We shall show that ifF= (Jf, A, A c ) is a modular system, then there exists a standard system (<^CT), A s , AJ) which is an extension of (J(, A, A c ) in a certain sense. We shall finally apply these results to {M, Af 0 , Af 0 ), where f 0 is a cyclic and separating vector for (^w)' , and give standard systems and moduler systems for unbounded CCR-algebras.
In this paper we have treated only O* -algebras Ji on Q) satisfying Jf'^CL^. In more general case, that is when Jt'^ is not a von Neumann algebra but there exists a good von Neumann algebra & such that $' C Jt'^ , we can consider cyclic and separating systems, standard systems and modular systems using the induced extension i# C/^0 of Ji by $' [11, 19] . But, in order to clear the arguments we have assumed Jt'^^Q) in this paper (in this case, Ji'^ is a von Neumann algebra and <T =UO-In a forthcoming paper we shall investigate when a general O*-algebra is algebraically (or spatially) isomorphic to an 0*-algebra with a cyclic generalized vector, and the problem of constructing standard (or modular systems) from standard von Neumann algebras. Furthermore, we shall study weights on 0* -algebras in detail. § 2. Preliminaries
In this section we state some definitions and basic properties concerning O*-algebras [3, 6, 11, 13, 15, 18, 19] .
Let ^ be a dense subspace in a Hilbert space 2?. We denote by &(&) the set of all linear operators X from ® into 2 such that 2 (X*) D& and X*2 C ®. Then &(&) is a *-algebra with the usual operations and the in volution X-^X^=X* [2. A *-subalgebra of J&^C®) is called by Schmiidgen [19] an 0* -algebra on ^ in ^f but other authors often write 0/-algebra. Throughout this paper we assume that an O*-algebra has always an identity operator. Let M be an 0*-algebra on Q). A locally convex topology on Q) defined by a family { || || x ;X^J?} of the seminorms : [15] . An element f of ^ is said to be a self-adjoint vector for ^ if M\ ~ M% is essentially self-adjoint [6] .
We where J^(jf ) is the set of all bounded linear operators on Jf . Then ^w is a *-invariant weakly closed subspace of ^ ( Jf) , but it is not necessarily an algebra. It has been known that if M is a self-adjoint 0* -algebra, then Ji'^Q)^Q) ; and further if and only if M'^ is a von Neumann algebra and X is affiliated with )' for each X^Ji [15, 19] . We fix the notations which will be used in this paper. Let s$ be a * -algebra. For subsets m, n of s$ we define subsets ^*, win and ^2 of stf by -{xy ; X G: *^ y E= n] , i= {xy ; x, When j/ is a * -algebra without identity, we denote by stf\ the *-algebra obtained from j/ by adjoining an identity. § 3. Cyclic Generalized Vectors
In this section we define the notion of cyclic generalized vector for an O* -algebra which is a generalization of that of cyclic vector. Let Ji be an 0*-algebra on a dense subspace Q) in a Hilbert space ffl . KX Gf) =^t*f jf for all s.t.
KX (X) =X? K for a
Then we have the following We put
Since X is affiliated with CX)' , it follows that U, X n^ CX)' and for all K^DQ'} and n£N. Hence we have
Furthermore, since for all Xi, ^2ei>(A') and A'(DU')*i>(A')) is total in tf, it follows that C/t/*A(X)=A(JSr). Proof. This is proved in similar to the proof of Proposition 4.3 considering the polar decomposition of X^* and the spectral decomposition of X** |, XGED(A). =«(f A'asri-jfO).
Let (M,
Hence, (f | A'(Xf J S: 2 ))=0 for all ^u A: 2 eD(A')nD(A')*. Since A'((D(A')n I>U')*) 2 ) is total in 3ff, we have f=0. Therefore, it follows from [17] that 5 A equals the closed operator S denned by ) is an essentially standard system, then there exists a cyclic generalized vector X e for M which is an extension of A such that (^, A e , Ag) is a standard system. Weakening the condition (iv)
x in Definition 5. 4, we define the notion of modular systems which is able to apply the unbounded Tomita-Takesaki theory to more examples. satisfying n( • / (^(L 2 (R))) and OrC^Ow)' -(7r(^(L 2 (R))). Let {a n } EE/+ . Then Q {a } is a cyclic vector for the von Neumann algebra 7r(^(L 2 (R))) but it is not a cyclic vector for the 0*-algebra Tr(^) in general, and so we need to consider the generalized vector X Q{a} for TT(^) :
) and
We have the following results for the standardness (or modularity) of (Tt for all r^R, which implies JS^^^C^^ for all fGR. Furthermore, it follows that a< , ; n, m, k, /eNU {0} and it is total inL 2 ®L 2 . Hence, the statement (1) follows from Example 5. 12. If mGENU{0}}, then M/,®/*) ; n, mEENU {0}} CD(A fi{a } )_H _ Or(rMArO*Q { «, } ;* yeDtt^pni)^/) is total in L 2 (g)L 2 , and so the statement (2) follows from (1). Since Df^e^C^CR)) for all t £R, it follows that J^TrO^C^CR)) J^CTrG^C^CR)) for all t^R. Therefore, , A 0{ " a ' } , X Q{a } ) is a standard system.
